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Introduction to the Special Section on
Energy-Harvesting Cognitive Radio Networks

WE ARE delighted to introduce the readers to this special
section of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COGNITIVE

COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING (TCCN), which has
the purpose of addressing fundamental and practical chal-
lenges in the analysis and design of energy-harvesting cog-
nitive radio networks (EH-CRNs). We received a total of 19
submissions, and after a rigorous review process, 9 articles
have been selected for publication, which are briefly discussed
next.

The first article is entitled “Multi-Modal Data Semantic
Localization With Relationship Dependencies for Efficient
Signal Processing in EH CRNs,” authored by Chen et al. In
this article, multi-media signal processing techniques for EH-
CRNs are investigated in which a novel framework for phrases
localization is proposed. Tensor factorization method is con-
sidered to formulate the approach. Besides, sampling and
weighting algorithms are introduced to make the approach
robust to unbalanced learning. Experimental results demon-
strated that the proposed framework can efficient capture and
locate effective information while learning intuitive data asso-
ciations contained in signals, such that the energy required
for subsequent processing and transmission can be greatly
reduced.

The second article, entitled “Relay Selections for
Cooperative Underlay CR Systems With Energy Harvesting,”
by Ye et al., investigates the outage performance of three
relay selection techniques in cooperative underlay systems
with wireless energy harvesting. The distribution of the
number of available relay candidates is characterized. Closed-
form expressions for the outage probability are derived and
insightful discussions are drawn.

In the third article, entitled “Cognitive Wireless Power
Transfer in the Presence of Reactive Primary Communication
User,” Feng et al. study a cognitive multi-antenna wireless
power transfer (WPT) system over a multicarrier channel
which shares the same spectrum band with a primary wire-
less information transfer (WIT) system that employs adaptive
water-filling power allocation. To improve the energy harvest-
ing performance of the energy-hungry node (the S-ER), the
secondary WPT system designs the transmit energy beam-
forming over subcarriers (SCs) to not only directly charge
the S-ER, but also control the one-way interference towards
the primary information receiver (P-IR), such that the pri-
mary information transmitter (P-IT) can reactively adjust its
power allocation (based on waterfilling) to facilitate the wire-
less energy harvesting at the secondary energy receiver (S-ER).
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An efficient algorithm is designed for the energy beamform-
ing of secondary energy transmitters (S-ETs) over SCs with
the aim to maximize the total energy received at the S-ER
from both the S-ET and the P-IT, subject to the S-ET’s maxi-
mum transmit power constraint, and the maximum interference
power constraint imposed at the P-IR to protect the primary
WIT. The proposed approach provides new insights on the
design of coexisting WPT and WIT systems in next-generation
self-sustainable IoT networks.

The fourth article, entitled “Sum Throughput Maximization
in a Cognitive Multiple Access Channel With Cooperative
Spectrum Sensing and Energy Harvesting,” by Biswas et al.,
focuses on the problem of sensing throughput optimization
in a fading multiple access cognitive radio (CR) network,
where the secondary user (SU) transmitters participate in
cooperative spectrum sensing and are capable of harvesting
energy and sharing energy with each other. It is formulated
an optimization problem as a maximization of the expected
achievable sum-rate over a finite horizon, subject to an aver-
age interference constraint at the primary receiver, peak power
constraints and energy causality constraints at the SU transmit-
ters. The problem is analyzed under two different assumptions
on the available information pattern: (i) non-causal channel
state information (CSI), energy state information (ESI) and
infinite battery capacity, and (ii) the more realistic scenario
of the causal CSI/ESI and finite battery. Extensive numeri-
cal simulations are carried out to illustrate the performance
of the proposed algorithms. One of the main findings indi-
cates that the energy sharing is more beneficial when there
is a significant asymmetry between average harvested energy
levels/channel gains of different SUs.

The fifth article, entitled “PROLEMus: A Proactive
Learning Based MAC Protocol Against PUEA and SSDF
Attacks in Energy Constrained Cognitive Radio Networks,”
by Patnaik et al., proposes a proactive learning based MAC
protocol (PROLEMus) that shows immunity to two prominent
CR based denial of service (DoS) attacks, namely Primary
User Emulation Attack (PUEA) and Spectrum Sensing Data
Falsification (SSDF) attack, without any external detection
mechanism. PROLEMus shows an average of 6.2%, 8.9%
and 12.4% improvement in channel utilization, backoff rate
and sensing delay, respectively, with low prediction errors
(≤ 1.8%) saving 19.65% energy, when compared to recently
proposed MAC protocols like ProMAC aided with additional
DoS attack detection mechanism.

The sixth article, entitled “Opportunistic Ambient
Backscatter Communication in RF-Powered Cognitive
Radio Networks,” by Kishore et al., a novel opportunistic
ambient backscatter communication (ABC) framework for
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radio frequency (RF)-powered CR networks is proposed. The
framework considers opportunistic spectrum sensing inte-
grated with ABC and harvest-then-transmit (HTT) operation
strategies. Novel analytical expressions are derived for the
average throughput, the average energy consumption and the
energy efficiency in the considered set up. It is also formulated
an optimization problem to maximize the energy efficiency
of the CR system operating in mixed ABC and HTT-modes,
for a given set of constraints including primary interference
and imperfect spectrum sensing constraints. Extensive results
from respective computer simulations are also presented for
corroborating the corresponding analytical results and to
demonstrate the performance gain of the proposed model in
terms of energy efficiency.

In the seventh article, entitled “Age of Information
Minimization for an Energy Harvesting Cognitive,” by
Leng et al., the average age of information (AoI) minimiza-
tion in cognitive radio energy harvesting communications is
studied. For the energy harvesting cognitive radio who needs
to keep the information at its destination as fresh as possible,
optimal sensing and update decisions that minimize the aver-
age AoI over finite and infinite horizon are considered. Taking
into account the partially observable state of the primary user,
POMDP is adopted to formulate the average AoI minimization
problem subject to the energy causality constraint. For per-
fect and imperfect spectrum sensing, the partially observable
Markov decision processes (POMDPs) are formulated as per-
fect state information problems, which are solved by dynamic
programming. The monotonicity of the value function and the
threshold structure of the optimal policy are shown. Numerical
results illustrate the policy structures, highlight the impact of
energy harvesting system parameters, and demonstrate that
optimal policies significantly outperform myopic policies.

The eighth article, by Demarchou et al., entitled
“Asynchronous Ad Hoc Networks With Wireless Powered
Cognitive Communications,” studies an asynchronous chan-
nel access performed by a primary ad hoc network underlaid
with a cognitive secondary wireless-powered ad hoc network.
It is considered that the primary transmitters are connected to
the power grid and employ asynchronous transmissions. On
the other hand, the cognitive secondary transmitters have RF
energy harvesting capabilities, and their asynchronous channel
access is established based on certain energy and interference
based criteria. This sporadic channel traffic is modeled with
time-space Poisson point processes and by using tools from
stochastic geometry. Closed-form expressions for the infor-
mation coverage probability and the spatial throughput for
both networks are derived. Some numerical results are pre-
sented and show important insights behind the main system
parameters.

Finally, in the last article, entitled “A Joint Optimization
Framework for Energy Harvesting Based Cooperative CR
Networks,” Ali et al. propose resource allocation schemes

for EH enabled cooperative CR communication. A two user
downlink transmission is adopted where the nearby user helps
in relaying the information of faraway user without invest-
ing its own energy. A joint optimization over transmission
power, time, and PS ratio allocation to maximize the sum rate
of the system under battery constraint of BS, minimum rate
requirement of each user, and interference temperature con-
straint of PR is considered. From the analysis, it is observed
that the time share optimization under equal power alloca-
tion provides higher performance than the power optimization
under equal time allocation. However, for small battery power
at base station and high rate requirements of users, the power
optimization becomes more significant than the time share
optimization.

Our Guest Editor team is pleased with the technical depth
and span of this Special Section in IEEE TCCN, and also
recognizes that it cannot cover all EH-CRN issues inherent to
wireless communications and networking. We sincerely thank
all the authors and reviewers for the tremendous efforts, and of
course the Editor-in-Chief and Staff Members for their great
guidance. We hope that the readers will enjoy this special
section.
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